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which human consciousness moves  to and fro like  the
pointer of the scales.
Primitive mentality is only given to us as a direct
experience in the form of the infantile psyche that still lives
in our memories.  The peculiarities of this childish psyche are
conceived by Freud, and quite justly, as infantile sexuality;
for out of this germinal beginning there develops the later,
mature sexual being.   But Freud deduces all sorts of other
mental peculiarities from this infantile germ state, so that it
almost begins to look as though the mind also came from a
sexual pre-stage, and therefore were nothing else than an
offshoot of sexuality.   Freud overlooks the fact that the
infantile, polyvalent beginnings are not merely a peculiar,
perverse pre-stage of a normal and mature sexuality, but
that they seem peculiarly perverse just because they are not
only the pre-stage to mature sexuality, but also to the mental
peculiarities of the individual.   The complete adult man
grows out of the germinal stage, and therefore the latter is
no more exclusively sexual than is the mind of the grown
man.   There are to be found in these origins not only the
beginnings of an adult life, but also the whole ancestral
inheritance, unlimited in range.   This inheritance includes
not only the instincts from the animal stage, but also all
those differences of culture which have left behind trans-
missible memory traces.   Thus every child is born with a
great split in his make-up; on the one side a more or less
animal-like, unconscious nature, on the other, the last embodi-
ment of an ancient and endlessly complicated inheritance.
This split causes the tension found in the infantile psyche,
and explains in addition many other riddles of infant
psychology—which cannot be said to be poor in such riddles.
To be sure, every kindergarten teacher ' understands' child-
psychology.   For me it is one of the most difficult psycho-
logical questions.
If now, by means of a reductive procedure, we uncover the
infantile pre-stages of an adult psyche, we find as the "ultimate

